Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

Ignoring the symptoms can end your career

In my work with drummers and percussionists, and in my capacity as the PAS Health & Wellness Committee Chair, I have found that Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS) is one of the most predominant injuries drummers and percussionists face. Not only is it very widespread, but it is also one of the most difficult to heal because musicians deal with the pain much too long before getting care.

Even at the point at which proper healing is possible, the treatment is long and fairly painful. Most musicians (and people in general) don’t have the patience to complete the treatment, and/or they will not make the changes needed to stop the continued irritation to the carpal tunnel.

This article should answer most of your questions on CTS. It contains material from *The Drummer/Percussionist Injury Book* (soon to be published) that will allow you to understand the basic concepts of CTS, and learn some simple ways to spot it and take care of it.

By Dr. Darin Workman
How do you know if you have Carpal Tunnel Syndrome?

Most injuries get to the point of pain and eventually to the point of no return because the patient either ignores the symptoms or cannot recognize that something is wrong. The symptoms for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome begin far before the pain arrives. They usually manifest as minor tightness in the fingers and forearms, and later progress to fatigue in the wrist area.

Since these are common feelings in those areas, the patient usually ignores them, thinking that they will go away. If you rest for a while and stretch the forearm muscles, the symptoms most likely will relieve. However, most people continue the actions that irritate the injury and become callused to the pain. As the injury increases, so does the patient’s ability to ignore the symptoms, until the body is unable to do the movement at all.

Although the more obvious symptoms of CTS are many, varied, and not always consistent, the usual appearance consists of numb, tingling, or achy feeling in the hand and/or wrist (usually thumb and first finger). In my experience, the symptoms appear stronger in the morning, during and/or shortly after use of the wrist. Many patients have told me that these pains go on for months at a time before they ever seek treatment.

What is Carpal Tunnel Syndrome?

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome is named for the part of the body that becomes injured. The wrist area has a great amount of movement. This is possible because it consists of eight bones arranged in two rows that move freely in relation to each other. These bones are called “carpals” and are about the size of peanuts (but they have varying shapes).

On the palm side of the wrist are a series of tunnels through which run the tendons of the fingers and thumb. The tunnels provide direction, security, and lubrication for the tendons as they make their way around whatever angle the wrist is operating at during that time. They are very important to the smooth and solid operation of the fingers.

The tendons are attached at one end to the tips of the fingers and thumb, and at the other end to a bone near the elbow (the side closest to the body). The forearm muscles contract and relax in order to move the tendons, which move the fingers.

What happens in Carpal Tunnel Syndrome?

CTS occurs when there is any irritation of the median nerve (or other nerves) as it goes through the carpal tunnel. This can happen for a myriad of reasons, but the most common is movement of the wrist or tendons through the wrist area in a way that causes increased resistance or rubbing on the tendon and/or wall of the tunnel.

The body’s response to the irritation of the carpal tunnel area is to send more fluids there—which causes increased swelling. Of course, the swelling of the carpal tunnel area leaves less and less room for the median nerve to squeeze through the tunnel, causing uncommon pressure on the nerve. When a nerve has pressure applied to it, it gets irritated and screams out in pain. The pain is a sign to us that something is wrong and needs to be corrected.

By stopping the activity, the swelling subsides in conjunction with the pain. However, the movement that caused the irritation and swelling must be changed, or the injury will return when the movement returns.

Usually the cause is tied to positions of the wrist that cause the tendons to rub against the tunnel, and/or tightness in the muscles causing the tendons to rub harder against the tunnel when it operates. Constant, repetitive movements in that way increase the chances and speed of the occurrence of Carpal Tunnel Syn-
catch the symptoms early, quick and complete resolution is possible.

Most people are concerned with immediate relief. The danger is that once you remove the reminder that there is an injury (i.e., the pain), the musician sees no need to correct the problem. At the risk of encouraging the patient to avoid the problem, following are a couple of easy ways to alleviate the pain temporarily. This will allow you to play while the problem is being resolved.

• Ice the wrist (on the skin) for 15 minutes on and 15 minutes off in an elevated position (above the heart).
• Take aspirin or ibuprofen as directed on the package.
• When practicing, rest 10 minutes of each hour.
• Massage may be done on the wrist flexor muscles to lengthen them, decreasing pressure on the tendons and the tunnel.

Prevention is the best way to treat any injury, for it is better to have never injured the body than to have to heal damage. Any damage done to the body will leave its mark, usually in the form of a scar. This mark is a sign of weakness and possible damage in the future.

As mentioned above, for percussionists, improper technique is at the root of almost every injury. For this specific injury, I have noticed that most percussionists use too much wrist movement and forget to incorporate the fingers, elbows, and arms in movement of the mallet or stick.

Try using more finger and arm movement with less wrist movement. Also consider using more wrist rotation. Do half of your speed, and half your length of playing for three days in order to rest the wrist and allow the swelling to reduce and the healing to get a good start.

Finally, let the sticks do more of the work; don’t try to control them throughout the entire stroke. Flip the stick or mallet at the top of the stroke and let it swing, bouncing independent of your hand (like dribbling a basketball). You should not be gripping the stick or mallet tightly at the instant that it strikes the instrument.

STRETCHES

Stretch are very important to relieving an injury, but they must not be done too early. So much emphasis has been put on stretching in the past few years that some have begun to see stretching as a cure rather than the prevention measure that it is.

Stretching must be done in the proper frame of mind. It is not something you do to the body; it is something you allow the body to do. All stretches must be done by relaxing and allowing the muscles to stretch.

If you try to force the muscles to stretch, their immediate reaction is to protect themselves from tearing by pulling back. This can quickly turn into a tug-of-war between you and your muscles, and they will not stretch. This is why many people stretch and stretch without any positive results, and sometimes even injure themselves as a result.

Stretches are most effective when the body is warmed up. This means you should first do some mild exercise of the area to be stretched prior to beginning. For example, if you are stretching the hands, do some general movements of the hands, arms, and shoulders until the muscles get warm and loose (usually just before you begin to perspire). Try some basic rudiments; singles and doubles are best.

If you are paying attention to the body, you will notice the area warming up as the blood is pumped into it. Taking a shower or sitting in hot water prior to stretching is not as effective, but still good.

If you suffer from CTS, the following stretches may help. Do the stretches outlined below four times per day.

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

SYMPTOMS
Numb, tingling or achy feeling in the hand and/or wrist (usually thumb and first finger), worse over weeks or months and during or shortly after repeated stressful motions of the hand or wrist.

DESCRIPTION
Irritation of the median nerve as it goes through the carpal tunnel. Overactive or inefficient tendon movement through the tunnels causes heat, swelling, and increased pressure.

CAUSE
Commonly from long-term misuse (microtrauma) of the wrist for a period of weeks or months. Other causes are: sudden increase in speed, practice time, stick size, tighter heads, change in instrument setup.

IMMEDIATE RELIEF
Ice the wrist for 15 minutes on and 15 minutes off in an elevated position (above the heart). Take aspirin or ibuprofen as directed on the package. When practicing, rest 10 minutes of each hour. Soft tissue work may be done on the wrist flexor muscles to lengthen them, decreasing pressure on the tendons and the tunnel.

PREVENTION
More finger and arm movement with less wrist movement. Also consider using more wrist rotation. Let the sticks do more of the work; don’t try to control them. Flip the stick and let it swing, bouncing independent of your hand (like bouncing a basketball). Do stretches four times per day; also try shoulder shrugs.

IF NO RELIEF
If you are not feeling relief within two weeks of the above treatment, see your doctor for evaluation.

PROGNOSIS
If you catch the injury early (within four weeks), the prognosis is excellent, but by 12 weeks and after, the chances for full recovery decrease.

OTHER POSSIBILITIES
Carpal Tunnel Tendonitis (pain when wrist is straight during resisted flexion); Ulnar Nerve Entrapment (tingle/numbness, mostly in the pinkie finger).
“Hands over head” wrist stretches

This set of stretches is for general loosening of the muscles of the arms. If done correctly, they will loosen and warm up the muscles that operate the wrists and fingers. By positioning the hands above the head, you get a better stretch in the arms and hands.

With both of the following stretches, you can reach other muscles by moving the hands out to each side slightly and repeating the stretch in the same manner as above.

Hand flexors

Continue to lower the hands with each repetition until the hands feel limber and comfortable. As your hands go lower, the palm gets further from the wall; this allows better stretching of the finger muscles. If you feel pain in the wrist, back off or stop.
**Hand extensors**
Raise the hands with each repetition of this stretch until the hands feel limber and comfortable. Do not push hard on the hands or you may injure the wrist. Just relax the wrists and allow enough pressure to stretch the muscles. If you feel pain in the wrist, back off or stop.

**EXERCISES**
You may also want to try shoulder shrugs as shown below.

**Shoulder shrugs**
The muscles in the shoulders and neck are important in securing the arms to the body so that the hands can pull, push, move, etc. If they are not operating properly, the arms and hands loose a great amount of strength, coordination, and endurance. These stretches are designed to restore circulation and movement to the stabilizers of the arms and shoulders.
What if the injury doesn’t get better, or gets worse?

It is common for an injury to be more painful prior to getting better for this reason: If something is hurt, it doesn’t want to be touched. But if you don’t make changes in it, it will not change. Carpal Tunnel Syndrome usually takes a little while to begin to improve, so be patient for a week or two. However, if you do not feel some relief within two weeks after starting the above treatment, see your doctor for evaluation. If it is going to improve from the above treatment, you will feel a difference within two weeks.

If you catch the injury early (within four weeks) the prognosis is excellent, but by twelve weeks and after, the chances for full recovery decrease because (like concrete) the longer muscles stay tight, the more solid and immovable they get.

Other possibilities

Different injuries can sometimes be confused with each other. What we think is Carpal Tunnel Syndrome may in fact be something else. So, I thought I would include a couple of injuries that closely resemble Carpal Tunnel Syndrome:

Carpal Tunnel Tendonitis: This usually manifests pain when the wrist is straight and pressure is applied to the back of the hand to try to bend it. The typical Carpal Tunnel Syndrome will not have pain in the above situation.

Ulnar Nerve Entrapment: Both this and Carpal Tunnel Syndrome have tingling in the fingers, but Carpal Tunnel Syndrome is usually in the fingers on the thumb side, and this one is usually mostly in the pinkie finger.

If you have questions or concerns you should ask your doctor. This article does not take the place of a doctor’s advice.
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